trophies for the Masters and Women and a traditional wooden
surfboard as major spot prize.
A bonus for Master Surfers this year is that by
entering you are guaranteed entry into the 25th Masters –
providing you register prior to the closing date. Walk-ups
take note.

DAY ONE – PUNIHOS

Fitzroy Beach Reserve
P.O. Box 3114
New Plymouth 4341
Secretary: 06 751 3291
Clubrooms 0204 758148
e-mail: mail@npsurf.co.nz
WEB: www.npsurf.co.nz
FACEBOOK: new plymouth surf riders

LINEUP
2015 EASTER MASTERS
SPECIAL EDITION V1
The 24th Easter Masters sponsored by Fisher and
Paykel was a blast. Oh sure we had few hiccups and the
grumpy ones fronted up again, but overall this could be
termed “The Happy Masters” as not only did we have a near
record number of entries (112) with the weather and surf
cooperating, but also the whole event was approached in true
Masters spirit which meant we all enjoyed ourselves.
The large number of entries revealed a few
deficiencies in our systems, which have been identified and
will be rectified for 2016 to make our 25th anniversary a
special time.
Thank you too all who worked so hard to make this
Masters happen and to those who generously gave of their
time to keep the systems ticking over.
Especial thanks to our sponsors whose logos will
feature prominently throughout this issue.
2015 marked the 100th anniversary of the great
Olympic swimmer and iconic surfer Duke Khanamoku’s visit
to New Zealand to demonstrate modern surfing.
Commemorative events have been held at the places he surfed,
Murawai, Lyall Bay, and New Brighton. So it looks like we
were the only other group to mark this special occasion with

All week our surf gurus had been pouring over surf
and weather maps to determine the like arena for Friday’s
surf. By Rego Night, it was fairly obvious that our old standby
arena, Punihos, would be best suited to the swell and wind
directions.
Nevertheless, our coast watchers rose early to
undertake their check, which confirmed it –Punihos.

All packed –up, answerphone set and Facebook page
ready, we were off.
I don’t have a smartphone. My 2004 Nokia clunker
does all I need (bloody thing won’t die!) but a number of
technologically advanced Masters signed into FB and were
continually told the site was down. The site they were being
directed to was definitely not ours so our gurus will have some
searching to do to track down the miscreant imposter so there
are no hiccups in 2016.
Early on there was a major hiccup. Our local farmers
who generously allow us access across their land restrict the
number of vehicles allowed in to protect their pasture.
Unfortunately, a number of surfers saw an official vehicle take
the farmers turn-off and followed. The farmer was not
impressed and threatened to toss us all off. Panic. (literally
from one official) Fortunately we managed to get the land
cleared; and firstly Pip sat down with the landowner and
calmed things down followed at the days end by a visit from
president Steve and Simon to further smooth the path for
future events.
Lesson learnt is that we have either a big sign,
advising surfers “Official vehicles only” or post a traffic
warden. Lesson number two – the next day we posted such
sign, which was blithely ignored by quite a few Masters again
rising the ire of another landowner.

Come-on guys! Access across newly growing pasture
is at the famer’s generosity and not there to satisfy your lazy
inclinations. Please honour the access we have been granted
and do not compromise future access by your silly actions.
Grizzles aside the day was pleasant, the surf
reasonably consistent and the injuries few. Eli Smith severely
damaged his knee during his transit of the Punihos rocks and
Grovellor xxx xxx found that the fin gash in his scalp required
about five staples.

ADRIAN PICKERING

ANDREA CHADFIELD

BYRDS ALONE

WARREN - SKEG SCALPED

BYRDS PLUS PHIL

FIRST ARRIVALS –AND TAKING THE
CORRECT ROUTE! THANKS GUYS AND
KATHY & TIINA.

JOE EVEMY

I’M A-COMING THROUGH GUYS!

JOHN GISBY
DAMIAN PHILLIS

HAYLEY RUDDOCK
KARL QUINN

JASMINE WALKER. ONLY BEEN SURFING
THREE MONTHS AT OAKURA. A GUTSY
PERFORMANCE.

KATHY STEED

PORKY GARGAN

MICKEY T

GO PAIGE! ER - MIKE

RAY LEES, LEGLESS AGAIN

PHIL GEROS.

ROSS MOODIE

SIMON MARTIN

TIINA SIRKKU

SUNNY THOMSON

JO MOORE AND HER GROMS

SUPER GROMS CONFUSION – JUST LIKE AT
TRAFFIC LIGHTS!

EXERCISES: ANDREA AND KATHY

SUPER-GROMS SMASHED

KNEELOS PROVIDED SOME SCRUMMY FOOD

MAUI STANFORD FROM TAHITI

BEST CARVE OF THE DAY

GODS - PID AND ADRIAN

BEST DIVE.
DAY 2 ARAWHATA.

ALLEN OR ALIEN? YOU WOULDN’T
UNDERSTAND.

Friday evening’s forecasts certainly pointed to winds
from a northerly quarter making Arawhata the likely venue
and early morning coastal checks confirmed it.
Contestants were greeted with light off-shores an
incoming tide and a solid swell which held around all day.

OH! AH! EEEH! NOW WHAT?
ARAS WINDY ROAD

Our two-round plus the finals sees on day 2 the
contestants seeded so that as far as possible they compete
against new surfers.
This was the day our unending generosity caused few
hiccups. The rules say that while the order of events will be
posted they are subject to change due to surf and wind
conditions. This means that Masters have to be around to
ensure they are all suited up for their heats.
Come Groms time and we are one short. Our
latecomer then turns up and is quite abusive to the organisers,
saying, as he didn’t want to hang around all day, it was up to
them to keep him informed of the heat times.
Our gracious organisers placed him in a later heat
and then realised that this action not only advantaged him, it
advantaged another two and disadvantaged two.
NEVER AGAIN! You can be sure that in the future
if you miss your heat that will be the end, as seeding has been
done, and any juggling to accommodate the grumpy
latecomers will not occur. Neither will a latecomer be
permitted to surf-down a division, as in some cases, this may
well disadvantage the younger ones.

then make the effort next year, as the wines are superb and
Lisa’s knowledge of them incomparable.

WHANGA CREW CHILL-OUT

BC

OFF TO ENJOY THE LEFT
Moans and groans over, we had great day. Arawhata
offers two good breaks where Masters can free-surf before and
after their heats while retaining contact with the main group.

BUGGER THESE ELECTRIC FENCES

GOOD CONDITIONS TO START
Mostly good surf but as the tide dropped and the
break moved further out on the reef, the wind made the final
heats rather messy.
This is why we run day two heats in reverse order to
hopefully give everyone a shot at the better early conditions.
Doesn’t always work as Huey sometimes is capricious, but
mostly it does.
Meanwhile back at the clubrooms from 4 pm Lisa
Clarke from Clearview Estate put on very enjoyable winetasting session along with two magnums of her excellent
wines up as spot prizes. . If you have not attended one of these

CHRIS WILKS AND JROD

CLOSE ENCOUNTERS

BYE

CHRIS DAVIES
DANA ARAMA

ARAS ENTRY IS ALWAYS CHALLENGING.
MARIA KINGI

MR ENTHUSIASM – OUR BAR MANAGER
JOACHIM OGDEN

DONNA MUIR

JO

HIPPY, HOPPY AND HAPPY

JAMIE ANDREWS

JO AGAIN

JOHN GISBY

MARK FROM LAVA MEDIA
KATHY STEED

MAUI STANFORD

REQUIRING HELP TO GET YOUR TIGHT
RASHIE OFF IS BECOMING MORE COMMON
AS MASTERS AGE

LOOKING LOST

INTERFERENCE CALL 1.

SUNNY T

LEGLESS NO MORE

INTERFERENCE CALL 2.

DIVA ROBYN COX

INTERFERENCE CALL 3.

STEVE CROTON

PAUL ANDO

STU GRIFFITHS – Stu and his magical band
are already booked in for 2016.

SURFING SISTERS

WAYNE BROWN

DIVE OF THE DAY
TIINA SIRKKU

FINALS DAY
The Masters has a heap of tradition built-in. One of
which is that if Huey cooperates we get to hold the finals,
Dung Derby and Taranaki vs The Rest at Fitzroy.
Thanks Huey, you turned on a fine day and consistent surf,
which allowed the finalists to strut their stuff.

TRENT LAZARUS ND TOM KIBBLEWHITE
FITZ DAWN

TUBE OF THE DAY

ANDY MATUKU

CHIP

BACHELOR TIPENE

BUBBLES (THE KNEE) BOLTON
FLYING OAKURA’S FLAG –CHRIS DAVIES

AN EXHAUSTED PHOTOGRAPHER
CHEYENE TIPENE

JOSEPHINE MOORE

DAN BANNICHE

JROD

DAVID STORCK

MOSTLY THE FREE-SURFERS GAVE
PRECEDENCE TO THOSE COMPETING–BUT...

JASON MATTHEWS

KARL QUINN

NIC DUNNE
MARK BECKER

PRE COMPETITION CONTEMPLATION
MARK O’CONNOR

PIP NGAIA
MICKEY T

NEAL PULLEN

ROBYN COX

GIVING THE BIG EYE – SHANE BINT

TOM KIBBLEWHITE – RANKED 23RD ON THE
WORLD LONGBOARD CIRCUIT – SHORTIESNO PROBLEM.
This is the end of the 2015 Fisher & Paykel
Easter Masters Volume One.
Volume two continues the story.

SHANE GETS THE OPPORTUNITY TO STRUT
HIS STUFF

HIGH TIDE BACKWASH

STEVE C SEEKS HIS THIRD FIRST PLACE OF
THE WEEKEND

PORKY, ON HIS FIRST LEFT SINCE 1991,
DISPLAYS DEFINITE APPREHENSION AT
WHAT MAY LIE AHEAD.

